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The Ten-day MBA 1993

a step by step guide to mastering the skills taught in america s top business schools by reading one easy to understand chapter
a day readers can absorb the material speak the language and most important acquire the confidence and expertise needed to get
ahead in today s competitive business world cartoons graphs

The Ten-Day MBA 4th Ed. 2012-07-24

steven silbiger s international bestseller the ten day mba has already helped thousands master the skills taught at america s
top ten business schools and at a fraction of the time and staggering cost that acquiring an mba typically demands this newly
revised fourth edition contains the most up to date information available for understanding the intricacies of today s complex
global business world distilling the material contained in most popular business courses presently offered at harvard stanford
the university of pennsylvania the university of chicago northwestern and the university of virginia including leadership
corporate ethics and compliance financial planning real estate and all the latest topics this invaluable volume will teach you
how to read and understand financial statements draft and adopt effective and comprehensive marketing plans comprehend
accounting rules and methods manage your relationship with your boss develop corporate strategies understand the present value
concept use quantitative techniques to evaluate projects value stock bond and option investments interpret the language of
business law master the most used mba jargon and more the information the expertise and the confidence you need for success are
all in the pages of this remarkable book at the rate of one easy to follow chapter per day

The Ten-Day MBA 5th Ed. 2024-07-02

an updated and revised edition of the essential and enduring bestseller incorporating the latest theories and topics taught at
america s top business schools in this new fully revised and completely updated edition of the internationally popular guide
author steven silbiger distills the lessons of the best business school courses taught at america s most prestigious and
influential universities including harvard stanford the university of pennsylvania the university of chicago northwestern and
the university of virginia to help anyone in any field become more skilled forward thinking and successful in business along
with the lasting concepts that have made this book a bestseller including marketing finance and strategy this fifth edition
features sections on crypto currency artificial intelligence the gig economy remote work agile methodologies environmental
social and governance esg as well as updated examples and material reflecting corporate culture and economic change accompanied
by illustrations throughout and with research straight from the notes of real students attending top mba programs today silbiger
distills these complex topics into accessible lessons giving you the tools you need to get ahead in business and in life



The 10-Day MBA 2016-09-15

anyone who has ever wished they attended a top ten mba school now has an alternative silbiger s the 10 day mba it distils the
basics of a top mba programme it s interesting informative and certainly cheaper i recommend it tom fischgrund author of the
insider s guide to the top ten business schools a business classic the 10 day mba provides an invaluable guide for all the
people who do not have the time or resources to take a full time business degree or who require a short revision aid
internationally acclaimed this carefully structured and easy to read course will enable you to understand the concepts and
jargon used in the business world without having to leave your desk here is your chance to become familiar with the key tools
and theories taught at harvard and stanford and other leading business schools in just ten days

The Ten Day MBA 2009-03-17

an updated and revised edition of the essential and enduring bestseller incorporating the latest theories and topics taught at
america s top business schools in this new fully revised and completely updated edition of the internationally popular guide
author steven silbiger distills the lessons of the best business school courses taught at america s most prestigious and
influential universities including harvard stanford the university of pennsylvania the university of chicago northwestern and
the university of virginia to help anyone in any field become more skilled forward thinking and successful in business along
with the lasting concepts that have made this book a bestseller including marketing finance and strategy this fifth edition
features sections on crypto currency artificial intelligence the gig economy remote work agile methodologies environmental
social and governance esg as well as updated examples and material reflecting corporate culture and economic change accompanied
by illustrations throughout and with research straight from the notes of real students attending top mba programs today silbiger
distills these complex topics into accessible lessons giving you the tools you need to get ahead in business and in life

The Ten-Day MBA 4th Ed. 2012-07-24

revised and updated to answer the challenges of a rapidly changing business world the 4th edition of the ten day mba includes
the latest topics taught at america s top business schools from corporate ethics and compliance to financial planning and real
estate to leadership and negotiation with more than 400 000 copies sold around the world this internationally acclaimed guide
distills the lessons of the most popular business school courses taught at harvard stanford the university of pennsylvania the
university of chicago northwestern and the university of virginia author steven a silbiger delivers research straight from the
notes of real mba students attending these top programs today giving you the tools you need to get ahead in business and in life

The Ten Day MBA 1994-02-01

if you don t want to spend too much time on an mba degree this is the ideal solution a wholesome course from the world s best
business schools this is a must buy



10 DAY MBA: A STEP BY STEP GUIDE TO MASTERING THE SKILLS TAUGHT IN TOP BUSINESS
SCHOOLS 1993

guía paso a paso con las enseñanzas de las mejores escuelas de negocios del mundo english description revised and updated to
answer the challenges of a rapidly changing business world the 4th edition of the ten day mba includes the latest topics taught
at america s top business schools from corporate ethics and compliance to financial planning and real estate to leadership and
negotiation with more than 400 000 copies sold around the world this internationally acclaimed guide distills the lessons of the
most popular business school courses taught at harvard stanford the university of pennsylvania the university of chicago
northwestern and the university of virginia author steven a silbiger delivers research straight from the notes of real mba
students attending these top programs today giving you the tools you need to get ahead in business and in life

The 10 Day Mba 2013-10-15

why spend two years in an expensive mba program when you can learn most of what you need to succeed in a fraction of the time
the ten day mba 1993 by steven silbiger provides the basics of a business school education without the prohibitive time and cost
commitment of a formal program purchase this in depth summary to learn more

MBA en diez dias / The Ten-Day MBA 2020-03-03

drawing on the twelve core disciplines of business including business law economics marketing and finance this second edition of
the hugely successful the 30 day mba shows you to use key business concepts and tools to assess business decisions and implement
strategy you will be able to create your own management information resource centre giving you access to business information on
markets and competitors research data and case studies as well as hundreds of free business tools to help you carry out analyses
importantly it will equip you with the knowledge and confidence to take part in strategic decisions alongside mba graduates now
including a thorough explanation of the break even analysis the tool for making cost volume pricing and profit decisions and
case studies detailing economically resilient brands with particular focus on developing countries the 30 day mba second edition
places mba skills within reach of all professionals and students

Summary of Steven Silbiger’s The Ten-Day MBA by Milkyway Media 2011-08-03
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The 30 Day MBA 2013-05-29
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10日で学ぶMBA 1999

as business becomes increasingly reliant on succeeding in export markets the need for specialist knowledge in international
trade is at its highest with thorough explanations to describe the current international business environment as well as
international case studies which include ikea j d wetherspoon dell amazon and indian car brand tata nano the 30 day mba in
international business will boost your knowledge and help you play a more rounded role in shaping the direction of your
organization it covers all the essential elements of international trade and business including international marketing strategy
managing international organizations and selecting global strategic partners as well as finance accounting and human resource
management the 30 day mba in international business is packed with links to free resources from the top business schools as well
an online list of sources to keep you informed on all the key business issues

MBA 十日读 2008-11

drawing on the twelve core disciplines of business including business law economics marketing and finance this third edition of
the hugely successful the 30 day mba shows you to use key business concepts and tools to assess business decisions and implement
strategy now with a new concept for each chapter including crowdfunding digital marketing business incubators and the 80 20
principle it also provides coverage of the key optional modules mergers and acquisitions and international business new case
studies include volkswagen group china google in china ikea meraki ocado ford ibm and mcdonalds among others including a range
of free online resources that enable you to revise and test your knowledge this bestselling classroom free guide is brimming
with models international case studies and practical applications of key theories placing mba skills within reach of all
professionals and students

英語で学ぶMBAの授業 2011-08-03
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文系でもわかるビジネス統計入門 2005-06-10
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世界一わかりやすいMBA入門講座 2003-01
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通勤大学実践MBA 事業計画書 2017
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ある広告人の告白 2006-07
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こうしてあなたたちは時間戦争に負ける 2006-09

a recognized expert in diversity and founder of diversitymbaprep com illustrates how women in an mba program can leverage the
graduate school experience to catapult their professional careers despite the fact that women have been in the workforce for
decades and in top graduate schools for years they represent only 15 percent of corporate boards and a paltry 3 percent of ceo
positions is it that female executives run into professional roadblocks or do they underestimate their own abilities to succeed
in a business leadership environment accomplished author and speaker nicole lindsay explores this subject in great detail
providing a gender based roadmap for developing the knowledge skills and relationships to succeed in business school and beyond
organized into four main themes this powerful handbook provides a systematic approach or slingshot for harnessing the business
school experience to accelerate professional success topics covered include utilizing the social networking aspects of graduate



school to pave the way for successful careers preparing for the issues facing female students as they advance in their careers
developing a new approach to relationship management by leveraging personal connections to get ahead and creating a consistent
powerful personal brand

アート・オブ・プロジェクトマネジメント 2017-01-25

near the end of the 20th century the leadership concept radically evolved away from the traditional concept of accomplishing
work through others unfortunately too many professionals unconsciously still have faulty traditional assumptions that can get
them their teams and their organizations in trouble the author has researched the evolution of leadership and summarizes seven
contemporary principles twenty six underlying leadership beliefs and nine crucial practices of 21st century leadership while too
many leadership books focus on qualities depaul explains specific behaviors for practicing leadership the second edition
includes new research about leadership and leadership development with the pandemic organizations have had to rely more on
effective leadership to build high performing teams often at a distance training departments have had to radically update how
they develop employees at all levels and executive coaches have transitioned to virtual client support with all these
environmental changes as well as new social pressures on organizations to embrace diversity equity and inclusion organizations
need to change how they lead and avoid allowing their culture to develop by chance

10일 만에 끝내는 MBA 2020-03-05

as an occupational safety and health osh practitioner have you ever wondered how can i shape my career trajectory to reach a c
suite position in business or perhaps for those who do not aspire to positions of this nature how can i develop my ability to
persuade and influence top management more effectively the 10 step mba for safety and health practitioners answers these
questions to enable you to achieve your personal and professional osh goals presented over 10 steps encompassing a typical mba
programme a transformational model establishes key themes which are deemed critical in understanding the world of business to
exert greater influence strategic aligning osh to the overall direction of a business and creating a lasting osh purpose that
all stakeholders can relate to cross functional understanding the different parts of an organisation and integrating osh within
business functions and ways of working distinctive looking for creative new ways of presenting osh data and information to
generate interest and enthusiasm from strategy and leadership to organisational behaviour and human resource management from
marketing and brand management to interpersonal skills this book shows you how to combine the best of your specialist knowledge
with important business tools so you can embed osh at the heart of your company the book is an indispensable reference for osh
practitioners who want to make a positive change in their careers and become more effective in influencing and leading change

ULTRA LEARNING　超・自習法 2012-09-28
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リーダーを目指す人の心得 2004
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MBA十日读 2014-04-21

success in today s it environment requires you to view your career as a business endeavor in this book you ll learn how to
become an entrepreneur driving your career in the direction of your choosing you ll learn how to build your software development
career step by step following the same path that you would follow if you were building marketing and selling a product after all
your skills themselves are a product the choices you make about which technologies to focus on and which business domains to
master have at least as much impact on your success as your technical knowledge itself don t let those choices be accidental we
ll walk through all aspects of the decision making process so you can ensure that you re investing your time and energy in the
right areas you ll develop a structured plan for keeping your mind engaged and your skills fresh you ll learn how to assess your
skills in terms of where they fit on the value chain driving you away from commodity skills and toward those that are in high
demand through a mix of high level thought provoking essays and tactical act on it sections you will come away with concrete
plans you can put into action immediately you ll also get a chance to read the perspectives of several highly successful members
of our industry from a variety of career paths as with any product or service if nobody knows what you re selling nobody will
buy we ll walk through the often neglected world of marketing and you ll create a plan to market yourself both inside your
company and to the industry in general above all you ll see how you can set the direction of your career leading to a more
fulfilling and remarkable professional life

The MBA Slingshot for Women 2022-07-22

Nine Practices of 21st Century Leadership 2018-05-04

The 10 Step MBA for Safety and Health Practitioners 2006-12-14

証券投資の思想革命 2005-05-01



ジャック・ウェルチわが経営下 2009-05-28

The Passionate Programmer
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